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Abstract. In this paper, we propose an algorithm based on so-called ruin and
recreate (R&R) principle. The R&R approach is conceptual simple but at the
same time powerful meta-heuristic for combinatorial optimization problems.
The main components of this method are a ruin (mutation) procedure and a
recreate (improvement) procedure. We have applied the R&R principle based
algorithm for a well-known combinatorial optimization problem, the quadratic
assignment problem (QAP). We tested this algorithm on a number of instances
from the library of the QAP instances − QAPLIB. The results obtained from the
experiments show that the proposed approach appears to be significantly
superior to a "pure" tabu search on real-life and real-life like QAP instances.

1   Introduction

The quadratic assignment problem (QAP) is formulated as follows. Let two matrices
A = (aij)n×n and B = (bkl)n×n and the set Π of permutations of the integers from 1 to n be
given. Find a permutation π = (π(1), π(2), ..., π(n)) ∈ Π that minimizes
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The context in which Koopmans and Beckmann [1] first formulated this problem
was the facility location problem. In this problem, one is concerned with locating n
units on n sites with some physical products flowing between the facilities, and with
distances between the sites. The element aij is the "flow" from unit i to unit j, and the
element bkl represents the distance between the sites k and l. The permutation
π = (π(1), π(2), ..., π(n)) can be interpreted as an assignment of units to sites (π(i) de-
notes the site what unit i is assigned to). Solving the QAP means searching for an as-
signment π that minimizes the "transportation cost" z.

An important area of the application of the QAP is computer-aided design (CAD),
more precisely, the placement of electronic components into locations (positions) on a
board (chip) [2,3,4]. Other applications of the QAP are: campus planning [5], hospital
layout [6], image processing (design of grey patterns) [7], testing of electronic devices
[8], typewriter keyboard design [9], etc (see [10,11] for a more detailed description of
the QAP applications).
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The quadratic assignment problem is one of the most complex combinatorial opti-
mization problems. It has been proved that the QAP is NP-hard [12]. To this date
problems of size n, where n>30, are not practically solvable in terms of obtaining ex-
act solutions. Therefore, heuristic approaches have to be used for solving medium-
and large-scale QAPs: ant algorithms [13,14], genetic algorithms [15,16,17], greedy
randomized search (GRASP) [18], iterated local search [19], simulated annealing
[20,21], tabu search [22,23,24]. An extended survey of heuristics for the QAP one can
find in [11,25].

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, basic definitions are given. Sec-
tion 3 outlines the ruin and recreate approach for combinatorial optimization prob-
lems. Section 4 describes the R&R principle based algorithm for the quadratic as-
signment problem. The results of the computational experiments on the QAP
instances are presented in Section 5. Section 6 completes the paper with conclusions.

2   Preliminaries

Let S be a set of solutions (solution space) of a combinatorial optimization problem
with objective function f: S → R. Furthermore, let Ν: S → 2S be a neighbourhood
function which defines for each s ∈ S a set Ν(s) ⊆ S − a set of neighbouring solutions
of s. Each solution s′ ∈ Ν(s) can be reached from s by an operation called a move.

Suppose, S = {s | s = (s(1), s(2), ..., s(n))}, where n is the cardinality of the set, i.e.
the problem size. Given a solution s from S, a λ-exchange neighbourhood function
Νλ(s) is defined as follows:

}),( , | {)( λλ ≤′∈′′= ssdSsss  (2≤ λ ≤n), (2)

where d(s,s′) is the "distance" between solutions s and s′:
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For the QAP, the commonly used case is λ = 2, i.e. the 2-exchange function Ν2. In
this case, a transformation from the current permutation (solution) π to the neigh-
bouring permutation π′ can formally be defined by using a special move (operator) −
2-way perturbation pij: Π → Π (i,j = 1, 2, ..., n), which exchanges ith and jth elements
in the current permutation. The notation ijp⊕=′ ππ  means that π′ is obtained from π
by applying pij. The difference in the objective function values (when moving from
the current permutation to the neighbouring one) can be calculated in O(n) operations:
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where aii(or bii) = const, ∀i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}.
If the matrix A and/or matrix B are symmetric formula (3) becomes much more

simpler. For example, if the matrix B is symmetric, one can transform the matrix A to
the symmetric one A′ by adding up corresponding entries of A.
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Formula (3) then reduces to the following formula
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where kiikik aaa +=′ , ∀i,k ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}, i ≠ k. Moreover, for two consecutive solu-

tions π and uvp⊕=′ ππ , if all values ∆z(π,i,j) have been stored, the values ∆z(π′,i,j)
(i ≠ u,v and j ≠ u,v) can be computed in time O(1) [24]:
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(If i = u or i = v or j = u or j = v, then formula (3) is applied.)

3   Ruin and Recreate Principle

The ruin and recreate (R&R) principle was formulated by Schrimpf et al. [26]. Note
also that this principle has some similarities with other approaches, among them:
combined local search heuristic (chained local optimization) [27], iterated local search
[19], large step Markov chains [28], variable neighbourhood search [29]. As men-
tioned in [26], the basic element of the R&R principle is to obtain better optimization
results by a reconstruction (destruction) of an existing solution and a following im-
provement (rebuilding) procedure. By applying this type of process frequently, i.e. in
an iterative way, one seeks for high quality solutions. In the first phase of the process,
one reconstructs a significant part of the existing solution, roughly speaking, one "ru-
ins" the current solution. (That is a relatively easy part of the method.) In the second
phase, one tries to rebuild the solution just "ruined" as best as one can. Hopefully, the
new solution is better than the solution(s) obtained in the previous phase(s) of the im-
provement. (Naturally, the improvement is the harder part of the method.) There are a
lot of different ways to reconstruct (ruin) and, especially, to improve the solutions. So,
we think of the ruin and recreate approach as a meta-heuristic − not a pure heuristic.

It should be noted that the approach we have outlined differs a little from the origi-
nal R&R version. The main distinguishing feature is that, in our version of R&R,
there is considered rather an iterative process of some kind of mutations (as recon-
structions) and local searches (as improvements) applied to solutions. In the original
R&R, in contrast, one speaks rather of a sequence of disintegrations and constructions
of solutions (see Schrimpf et al. [26]).

The advantage of the R&R approach − which is very similar to the iterated local
search [19] − over the well-known random multistart method (that is based on multi-
ple starts of local improvements applied to randomly generated solutions) is that, in-
stead of generating (constructing) new solutions from scratch, a better idea is to re-
construct (a part of) the current solution: continuing search from this reconstructed
solution may allow to escape from a local optimum and to find better solutions. (So,
improvements of the reconstructions of local optima are considered rather than im-
provements of the purely random solutions.) For the same computation time, many
more reconstruction improvements can be done than when starting from randomly
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generated solutions, because the reconstruction improvement procedure requires only
a few steps to reach the next local optimum.

The R&R principle can be thought of as a method with so-called "large" moves
(moves consisting of a large number of perturbations) [26], instead of "small" moves
(e.g. pair-wise interchanges) that typically take place in "classical" algorithms. For
simple problems, there is no need to use "large" moves − "small" moves are enough.
The "large" moves − that are also referred to as "kick" moves [27] − are very impor-
tant when dealing with complex problem (QAP among them). These problems can
often be seen as "discontinuous": if one walks in the solution space, the qualities of
the solutions can be significantly different, i.e. the "landscapes" of these problems can
be very rugged.

Two aspects regarding to the "kick" moves are of high importance (see also [19]).
Firstly, the "kick" move should be large (strong) enough to allow to leave the current
locally optimal solution and to enable the improvement procedure to find, probably,
better solution. However, if the "kick" move is too large, the resulting algorithm
might be quite similar to random multistart, which is known to be not a very efficient
algorithm. Secondly, the "kick" move should be small (weak) enough to keep features
(characteristics) of the current local minimum since parts of the solution may be close
to the ones of the globally optimal solution. However, if the "kick" move is too small,
the improvement procedure may return to the solution to which the "kick" move has
been applied, i.e. a cycling may occur.

In the simplest case, it is sufficient to use for the "kick" move a certain number of
random perturbations (further, we shall refer those perturbations to as mutation). Do-
ing so can be interpreted as a random search of higher order neighbourhoods Νλ
(λ>2), i.e. random variable neighbourhood search [29].

Additional component of the R&R method is an acceptance criterion that is used to
decide which solution is to be chosen for the "ruin". Here, two main alternatives are
so-called intensification (exploitation) and diversification (exploration). Intensifica-
tion is achieved by choosing only the best local optimum as a candidate for the "ruin".
On the other hand, diversification takes place if every new local optimum is accepted
for the reconstruction.

The paradigm of the ruin and recreate approach, which is conceptually surprisingly
simple, is presented in Fig. 1.

4   Ruin and Recreate Principle Based Algorithm for the QAP

All we need by creating the ruin and recreate principle based algorithm for a specific
problem is to design four components: 1) an initial solution generation (construction)
procedure, 2) a solution improvement procedure (we shall also refer this procedure to
as local search procedure), 3) a solution reconstruction (mutation) procedure, and 4) a
candidate acceptance (choosing) rule.

Now we present details of the ruin and recreate principle based algorithm for the
QAP, which is entitled R&R-QAP.
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Fig. 1. The paradigm of the ruin and recreate (R&R) principle based procedure

4.1   Initial Solution Generation

We use randomly generated permutations as initial permutations for the algorithm
R&R-QAP. These permutations can be generated by a very simple procedure.

4.2   Local Search

In principle, any local search concept based algorithm can be applied at the improve-
ment phase of R&R method. In the simplest case, a greedy descent ("first improve-
ment") algorithm or steepest descent ("best improvement") algorithm (also known as
a "hill climbing") can be used. Yet, it is possible to apply more sophisticated algo-
rithms, like limited simulated annealing or tabu search. In our algorithm, we use the
tabu search algorithm, more precisely, a modified version of the robust tabu search
algorithm due to Taillard [24]. The framework of the algorithm can briefly be de-
scribed as follows. Initialize tabu list, T = (tij)n×n, and start from an initial solution π.
Continue the following process until a termination criterion is satisfied (a predeter-
mined number of trials is executed): a) find a neighbour π′′ of the current solution π
in such a way that )(minarg
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the best so far solution); b) replace the current solution π by the neighbour π′′ (even if
z(π′′) − z(π)>0), and use as a starting point for the next trials; c) update the tabu list T.
The last found solution, which is locally optimal, is declared as a solution of the tabu
search algorithm. The detailed template of the tabu search based local search algo-
rithm for the QAP is presented in Fig. 2.

procedure R&R { ruin and recreate procedure }

generate (or construct) initial solution s°
s• := recreate(s°) { recreate (improve) the initial solution }
s∗

 := s•, s := s•

repeat { main loop }
s  := choose_candidate_for_ruin(s,s•)
s~

 := ruin(s) { ruin (reconstruct) the current solution }
s• := recreate(~) { recreate (improve) the ruined solution }
if s• is better than s∗ then s∗ := s•

until termination criterion is satisfied
return s∗

end { R&R }
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function local_search(π,n,τ) { local search (based on tabu search) for the QAP }

{ π − the current permutation, n − problem size, τ − number of iterations }
set lower and higher tabu sizes hmin and hmax

π• := π { π• denotes the best permutation found }

calculate the objective function differences δij = ∆z(π,i,j): 1,1 −= ni ; nij ,1+=
T := 0
choose h randomly between hmin and hmax

i := 1, j := 1, k := 1
improved := FALSE
while (k≤τ) or improved do begin { main loop }

δmin := ∞ { δmin − minimum difference in the objective function values }
for l := 1 to |Ν2| do begin

))1,1,1if(,,if(: +−<<= iniinji , )1,1,if(: ++<= ijnjj

tabu := if(tij≥k,TRUE,FALSE), aspired := if(z(π) + δij<z(π•),TRUE,FALSE)
if ((δij<δmin) and not tabu) or aspired then begin

δmin := δij, u := i, v := j
end { if }

end { for l }
if δmin<∞ then begin

uvp⊕= ππ :  { replace the current permutation by the new one }

if z(π)<z(π•) then π• := π
improved := if(δuv<0,TRUE,FALSE)

update the differences δlm: 1,1 −= nl ; nlm ,1+=
tuv := k + h
if k mod 2hmax = 0 then choose new h randomly between hmin and hmax

end { if }
end { while }
return π = π•

end { local_search }

Fig. 2. Template of the tabu search based local search algorithm for the QAP.
Notes. 1. The objective function difference δ

ij
 is calculated according to (3) (or 4) formula.

2. The difference δ
lm

 is updated according to (5) formula.
3. The function if(x,y1,y2) returns y1 if x=TRUE, otherwise it returns y2

4.3   Mutation

As mentioned in Section 3, a mutation of the current solution is achieved by per-
forming a complex move, i.e. a move in the neighbourhood Νλ, where λ>2. This can
be modelled by generating µ=(λ+1)/2 sequential elementary perturbations, like pij;
here, the parameter µ (µ≥2) is referred to as a mutation level.
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Fig. 3. Template of the mutation procedure for the QAP.
Note. The function randint(x,y) returns integer random, uniformly distributed number between
x and y

Fig. 4. Template of the ruin and recreate (R&R) principle based algorithm for the QAP

procedure R&R-QAP { ruin and recreate principle based algorithm for the QAP }

{ input: A,B − flow and distance matrices, n − problem size }
{ Q − the total number of iterations }
{ α, β

min
, β

max
 − the control parameters (α>0, 0<β

min
≤β

max
≤1) }

{ output: π∗ − the best permutation found }
τ := max(1,αn), µmin

 := max(2,βmin
n), µmax

 := max(2,βmax
n)

generate random initial permutation π°
π• := local_search(π°,n,τ)
π∗ := π•, π := π•

µ := µ
min

 − 1 { µ is the current value of the mutation level }
for q := 1 to Q do begin { main loop of R&R-QAP }

)( πππππ ,),()(if: •• <= zz { π is the candidate for the mutation }

)( minmax µµµµµ ,1,if: +<=
π~ := mutation(π,n,µ) { mutate (reconstruct) the permutation π }
π• := local_search(π~,n,τ) { try to improve the mutated permutation }
if z(π•)<z(π∗) then begin

π∗ := π•, µ := µ
min

 − 1 { save the best permutation, reset the mutation level }
end { if }

end { for q }
return π∗

end { R&R-QAP }

function mutation(π,n,µ) { mutation procedure for the QAP }

{ π − the current permutation, n − problem size, µ − mutation level (2≤µ≤n) }
π• := π
for k := 1 to µ do begin { main loop }

i := randint(1,n), j := randint(1,n−1)
if i≤j then j := j + 1

ijp⊕= ππ :  { replace the current permutation by the new one }

if z(π)<z(π•) then break
end { for k }
return π

end { mutation }
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We can add more robustness to the R&R method if we let vary the parameter µ in
some interval, say [µmin,µmax] ⊆ [2,n] (n is the problem size), during the execution of
the algorithm. Two ways are possible when varying µ: random and deterministic. In
the first case, "a coin is tossed"; in the second one, µ is varied sequentially within the
interval [µmin,µmax] starting from µmin. Once maximum value µmax has been reached (or a
better locally optimum solution has been found), the value of µ is dropped to the
minimum value µmin, and so on. The last case is used in our implementation. The de-
tailed template of the mutation procedure is presented in Fig. 3.

4.4   Candidate Acceptance

In our algorithm, we accept only the best locally optimal solution as a candidate for
the mutation. The candidate solution at qth iteration is defined according to the fol-

lowing formula ( ))1()1()( ,),()(if −•−• <= qqq zz πππππ , where π(q) is the candidate so-

lution at the current iteration, π(q−1) is the solution before the last local search execu-
tion (the best so far solution), and π• is the solution after the current local search
execution.

The template of the resulting R&R approach based algorithm is presented in Fig. 4.
Note that, for convenience, the parameters α>0, βmin, βmax ∈ (0,1] are used instead of τ,
µmin, µmax, respectively.

5   Computational Experiments and Results

We have carried out a number of computational experiments in order to test the
performance of the algorithm R&R-QAP. The following types of the QAP instances
taken from the quadratic assignment problem library QAPLIB [30] were used:

a) real-life instances (instances of this class are real world instances from practical
applications of the QAP, among them: chr25a, els19, esc32a, esc64a, kra30a, ste36a,
tai64c (also known as grey_8_8_13 [7]));

b) real-life like instances (they are generated in such a way that the entries of the
matrices A and B resemble a distribution from real-life problems; the instances are
denoted by tai20b, tai25b, tai30b, tai35b, tai40b, tai50b, tai60b, tai80b, tai100b (tai∗b)).

For the comparison, we used the tabu search algorithm due to Taillard [24] entitled
as the robust tabu search algorithm − RTS-QAP, because it is among the best algo-
rithms for the quadratic assignment problem. As a performance measure, the average
deviation from the best known solution is chosen. The average deviation, θavg, is de-
fined according to the formula %][ )(100 avgavg bb zzz −=θ , where zavg is the average

objective function value over W restarts of the algorithm, and zb is the best known
value (BKV) of the objective function. (Note: BKVs are from [30].)

All the experiments were carried out on x86 Family 6 processor. The computations
were organized in such a way that both algorithms use identical initial assignments,
and require the similar CPU times. The execution of the algorithms is controlled by a
fixed a priori number of iterations. Some differences of the run time for RTS-QAP
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and R&R-QAP are due to non-deterministic behaviour of the local search procedure
used in R&R-QAP. The results of the comparison, i.e. the average deviations from
BKV for both RTS-QAP and R&R-QAP, as well as approximated CPU times per re-
start (in seconds) are presented in Table 1. The deviations are averaged over 100 re-
starts. The best values are printed in bold face.

Table 1. Comparison of the algorithms on real-life and real-life like instances (Q =50, α = 0.1)

Looking at Table 1, it turns out that the efficiency of the algorithms depends on the
type of the instances (problems) being solved. For some real-life instances, R&R-
QAP produces only slightly better results than RTS-QAP. For the real-life like prob-
lems, the situation is different: for these problems, R&R-QAP is much more better
than RTS-QAP. The results for the particular instances differ dramatically (see, for
example, the results for the instances tai20b, tai25b, tai35b).

Two directions that may lead to the improvement of the results of R&R-QAP are
as follows: the parameter-improvement-based direction, and the algorithm’s-idea-
improvement-based direction. First of all, the results can be improved by a more accu-
rate tuning the control parameters α, βmin and βmax. This can be seen from Table 1: by
the proper choosing the values βmin, βmax the average deviation can be lowered noticea-
bly (see, for example, the results for chr25a, els19, tai25b, tai35b). The results can also
be improved by increasing the value of the parameter Q, but at the cost of a longer
computation time. Some results for the instances tai∗b are shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Additional computational results of R&R-QAP (α=0.01, βmin=0.45, βmax=0.55). The
following notations are used: W − the total number of restarts, W1% − the number of restarts at
which the solution that is within 1% optimality was found, W∗ − the number of restarts at which
best known solution was found, tavg − the average CPU time per restart (in seconds)

Instance
name

R&R-QAP(Q=1000)

θavg W/W1%/W∗ tavg

R&R-QAP(Q=10000)

θavg W/W1%/W∗ tavg

R&R-QAP(Q=100000)

θavg W/W1%/W∗ tavg

tai20b 0.000 30/30/300.17 −−−−−−− −−−−−−−
tai25b 0.000 30/30/300.36 −−−−−−− −−−−−−−
tai30b 0.000 30/30/300.67 −−−−−−− −−−−−−−
tai35b 0.083 30/30/19 1.1 0.037 30/30/24 10.7 0.000 30/30/30 107

tai40b 0.134 30/28/27 1.7 0.000 30/30/30 17.0 −−−−−−−
tai50b 0.224 30/30/8 3.5 0.169 30/30/6 34.9 0.027 30/30/28 349

tai60b 0.587 30/20/5 6.2 0.000 30/30/30 62.4 −−−−−−−
tai80b 0.598 30/25/0 16.4 0.432 30/29/5 164 0.198 30/30/19 1640

tai100b 0.195 30/30/0 35.6 0.121 30/30/5 356 0.086 30/30/10 3560

It should be stressed that R&R-QAP was successful in finding a large number of
new best solutions for so-called problems of grey densities. Problems of this type are
described in [7,31] under the name grey_n1_n2_m, where m is the density of the grey
(0≤m≤n=n1⋅n2), and n1⋅n2 is the size of a frame. New solutions for the instance family
grey_16_16_∗ are presented in Table 3.

Table 3. New best known solutions for grey density problems

Instance
name

Previous
best known

valuea

New best
known
value

Instance
name

Previous
best known

valuea

New best
known
value

grey_16_16_25 2216160 2215714 grey_16_16_57 14798834 14793682

grey_16_16_43 7795062 7794422 grey_16_16_58 15395948 15363628

grey_16_16_44 8219428 8217264 grey_16_16_61 17202312 17194812

grey_16_16_45 8677670 8676802 grey_16_16_62 17824828 17822806

grey_16_16_46 9134172 9130426 grey_16_16_65 19859448 19848790

grey_16_16_49 10523016 10518838 grey_16_16_66 20655396 20648754

grey_16_16_51 11517060 11516840 grey_16_16_67 21461130 21439396

grey_16_16_52 12019082 12018388 grey_16_16_68 22271676 22234020

grey_16_16_54 13098850 13096646 grey_16_16_69 23086332 23049732

grey_16_16_55 13668486 13661614 grey_16_16_70 23898390 23852796

grey_16_16_56 14238840 14229492

a comes from [31].
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6   Conclusions

The quadratic assignment problem is a very difficult combinatorial optimization
problem. In order to obtain satisfactory results in a reasonable time, heuristic algo-
rithms are to be applied. One of them, a ruin and recreate principle based algorithm
(R&R-QAP) is described in this paper. The proposed algorithm applies a reconstruc-
tion (mutation) to the best solution found so far and subsequently applies an im-
provement (local search) procedure. This scheme − despite its conceptual simplicity,
easy programming and practical realization − allowed to achieve very good results
with small amount of the computation time. The results from the comparison with the
robust tabu search algorithm ("pure" tabu search algorithm) show that R&R-QAP
produces much more better results than this algorithm (one of the most efficient heu-
ristics for the QAP), as far as real-life and real-life like problems are concerned. The
power of R&R-QAP is also corroborated by the fact that many new best known solu-
tions were found for the largest available QAP instances, so-called grey density
problems.

There are several possible directions to try to improve the performance of the pro-
posed algorithm: a) implementing a faster local search procedure; b) investigating
new reconstruction (mutation) operators; c) introducing a memory based mechanism
when selecting the solutions (candidates) for the reconstruction; d) incorporating
R&R-QAP into hybrid genetic algorithms as an initial population generation and/or
local improvement procedure.
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